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ABSTRACT 
A 5.0 percent scale model of the NASA/MSC August 1969 Baseline 
Orbiter (Model s-4) was tested in the Texas A & M Low Speed Wind 
Tunnel during June, 1970, (MSC Test Series VIII, Phase 1), to 
define the cruise and landing aerodynamic characteristics. These 
tests were conducted at a Mach number of 0.25, Reynolds number of 
1.7 x 106 per foot, and dynamic pressure of 70 paf. Variables
 
applicable to this test were component buildup, horizontal tail
 
incidence angle, elevator deflection, rudder deflection, flap con­







1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 










Figure 1. Axis systems, Bhowing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
TABLE I 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS 
CA Total Axial Force CA - -
CAB Base Axial Force CAB -- -
CAF Forebody Axial Force . CAF - -
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB 'CDBASE 
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE 
CL Lift Force - CL CL 
CN Normal Force. CN -
Cy Side Force CY CY CC 
C1 Roilling Moment CBL' CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Forkce Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio' - L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF -
SUMMARY OF SADSAC NOMENCLATURE - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICENTS
 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Texas A&A University Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a continuous closed
 
circuit horizontal single return facility. The overall circuit length is
 
397.5 feet; the tunnel is constructed of steel supported above the ground
 
on concrete pillars. The rectangular 7 foot by 10 foot test section is
 
16 feet long, and it is operated at atmospheric pressure through a speed
 
range from zero to 300 feet per second. The tunnel is powered by a 1250
 
KVA synchronous electric motor which drives a 12 --foot diameter Curtiss
 
Electric propeller; the controls for the motor and its auxiliaries are
 
located in the control room Cooling of the tunnel circuit during warm
 
weather is accomplished by spraying the outside of the tunnel shell with
 
water; this keeps the tunnel circuit temperature within 10OF of ambient
 
temperatures to protect models and to maintain toleiable test section working
 
conditions for model configuration changes. The 7 x 10 test section incor­
porates an external pyramid balance system which separates and independently
 
measures the aerodynamic components; a variety of support systems for this
 
balance are available. Internal balances are also available for use in this
 
tunnel. For a more detailed description of this tunnel refer to the Low
 
Speed Wind Tunnel Facility Handbook published by the Space Technology Divi­







NASA -MSC TEST SVIII -PHASE 1 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
MACH NUMBER per u t (pounds/sq. 
0.25 1.700X106 70.0 
BALANCE UTILIZED: Dynametrics Inc. - External Pyramid 
CAPACITY: RESOLUTION: 
LF -1000 to 3000 lb ± 0.1 lb 
sF -21000to .10 lb lb00*02 
DF -10QOlto.O0.-blh 
pm -UUT-DlO0 ft-lb 1041 
yM -1000 to 10 0 ft-lb -0. ­























An external pyramid balance was utilized to measure data for this
 
test and the measured data were reduced relative to the body axis
 
system. Listed below are the dimensional data used to reduce the
 
measured data to coefficient form:
 
Pref = Wing W2 planform area 2.3 ft2
 
iref = Wing W2 mean aerodynamic chord =,O.6121 ft
 
bref = Wing W2 span = 3.9946 ft
 
The moment reference point (MRP) applicable to the reduced moment
 
coefficients in 41.396 inches aft of the fuselage nose,, on the fuse­
lage lateral centerline, and 6.396 inches above the bottom of the
 
fuselage. Corrections applicable to tunnel blockage and flow align­
ment were utilized in the data reduction.
 
No roll data was plotted due to its questionable values. These
 
data may be found in the tabulated listing.
 
Base pressures were measured, but are not presented for this report.
 
See Figure 12 for pressure orifices location. A base pressure co­






Bi = Orbiter fuselage 
W2 = Orbiter 4ing 
H6 = Horizontal tail
 
V3 = Vertical stabilizer
 
L = Landing gear
 
S = Spoilers 













The above configurations were tested at an angle of attack range
 
°
of -130 to 110 at fixed sideslip angles of -5 , -lO, 00, 10, and 
50, an angle of attack range of -140 to 250 at zero sideslip, and 
an angle of sideslip range of *15 at zero pitch angle. Two flap 
configurations (see Figure 10) and six spoiler configurations at 
two locations were tested (see Figures 8 and 9);. these spoilers
 
were installed normal to the wing surface. Control deflections
 
applicable are listed belaw:
 
7 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
1. Elevator deflections of -300, -250, -200, -150, -10, -5O,
 
-2.5O, 00, 2.50, 50, T.5°, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 
2. Rudder feflections of 00, 50, 100, and 200 
3. Flap deflections of O, 150, 250, and 450 
4. Horizontal tail incidence angles of 00, -20, -40, and-60 
-- 
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4 ° . __ 6.396 ..70' 
48.000 
Figure 3 Model geometry. Configuration B1W2H 6 V3 (all dimensions ininches) 









Figure 4 - Fuselage BI (all dimensions in inches), 
_ 11.4 96
-- 1 4° 




















- - 1.20F.S. 
- Horizontal tail H6 (all dimensions in inches) 
65.4101 
Hinge Line (HL)r 
P15L2-,­
-Rudder hinge line ,0.3C 
/m 








dimensions in inches ) 




i , ---- X/C =.5
 
/- Wing L.E. 
10.2o00.- ----. _ #--
X/C .7 
Ls - 1.2" (constant 	vaiue) 
701 1.Horizontal Reference Line 
= B.L. 	0.0 Spoilers will be positioned atX/C 0.5 and 0.7 and mounted 
perpendicular to wing chord plane 















B.L. 	18.000 B.L. 22.800 




















I 9.600 I 
0.225 -
B.L. 13.200 B.L. 22.800 
Figure 9 - Concluded. 
14 
Wing L.E. 
Flap Hinge Line (x/c= 0.70)t 
j-






.. L. 6.00 
 B.L. 24.00' 
450 FullI Exposed Span Flap Deflection (Maximum) 
B,L, 0,0
 
Figure 19 - Flap configuration. ( all dimensions in inches) 
1 .>00 1.500131am--Diam. U1.550 DiamP­
2.00 3.100 
F.S. 0.000 F.S. 8.750 
F.S. 39.300 
F.S. 69.000 
. 4 0 01.250O' 









B.L. 0.0 B;L. 5.748 
Figure .2. - Model Pressure Orifices (all dimensions in inches) 
External Balance Center 
M.iS. 0.0 
M.S. 41.396 
M.S.37 . 4 6 8 . W 6 3 
SW.L. 2.927Aerodynamic 
______WL 6.396 Data Reduction Position 
•Model Trunnion Position 
W.L• .0 M.S. 69.0 
Balance Center, Model Trunnion Position, and AerodynamicnguanE13. Location of External 
Data Reduction Position; 'Moment Transfer Diagram 
TABLE Ii-" 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.05 Scale Model of NASA - MSC August 1969 
Baseline Orbiter Fuselage 
'DRAWING NUMBER: Texast A and M Research and Instrument Shops Drawing 
Number Orbiter - 1 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 1380 in, 69.0 in. 
Max. Width ?29.92 in-, 11,496 in. 
Max. Depth 255.84 in. 12,792 in 
Fineness Ratio(total length to max. 6,002 6.002 
width) 
.Area 
Max. Crass-Sectional 324.0 ft2. 0.810 ft2 . 
Planform 1919.6 ft2 . 4.799"ft2 . 
Wetted
 
Base (Horizontal Tail Off) 158 4 ft2 . 0.396 ft2 . 




MODEL COMPONENT- WING (W2)
 
GFNFRAL DFSCRIPTION- MSC ORBITFR S-4, 0.05 SCALF
 
DRAWING NUMBER- ORBITER-? TEXAS A+N UNIV 
DIMENSIONS
 
.... ... IAL _A A ..... ..... ... FULL .SCALE MODEL 
(FT) (IN)
 
AREA 920.0 331.200 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 80.00 48-000 
ASPECT RATIO 6.957 6.957 
.I P R A . .. . 0. 353 0.353 
DIEHEDRAL ANGLEDEG 7.000 7.000 
ThflflENGEANGLE f4 . 00 4.000 . 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, BEG 
_ _LDN EDGE ___ ±4.00 .. . 00 
TRAILING EDGE -1,400 -1.400 
.... 0 25-ELFMENT LINF - .. 9c252 9.262 
CHORDS
 
-ROT AM.INSA 0A. ............ . -------- ±0.200
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 6.00 3.600
 




.. ..... .aDiY NO.S9E. .. 6.La L 
.Y (FROM BODY CL) 16.81 10.087
 
-- --- AIRFOIL SECJION--..------. ..-
ROOT NACA 0014-64 
TIP _ NACL1D -- K... 
EXPOSED DATA
 
AREA 619,9 223,156 
.PAN (FOUTVALrNT) 60.84 _36.50 
ASPFCT RATIO 5o971 5.971 
__A PERA _t_ . . .. . . 7 . --. 0- 17 
CHORDS
 
O.I-WING. STA_ 0 .- &..3.62 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 6.00 3.600 
MEAN AERODYNAMIC ___6lL10,77 __ . . 
.25 MAC COORDINATES 
...... ....... .. X. (EAQWM-_ODY. NO SE_ . ... 62.A9... . 7.73
 
Y (FROM BODY CL) 22.71 13,623
 






MODFL COMPONENT- HORIZONTAL TAIL (06)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- MSC ORBITER S-4, 0.05 SCALE
 




TOTAL DATA _ _ 
_FULL SCALE MODEL 




SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 42.75 25.650
 
ASPECT RATIO 4.681 4.681
 
TAPER RATIO 0.353 0.353 
DIEHEDRAL ANGLEDEG ) 0.000 0.000 
C..IIDENr.FANGLE.LEG "00 0.000 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEG
 
LEADING EDGE 10.200 10.200
 
TRAILING EDGE -12.900 -12.900
 
0-___25ELEMENT2LINE . 2.962O* .962 
CHORDS 
.- W(ING 
_ 8.100a.5.RO STA. 0.0) 

TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 4.77 2.860
 




X (FROM BODY NOSE) 113.09 67.855_
 
Y (FROM BODY CL) 8.98 5.391
 
_______ AIRFOIL SFCTION 
ROOT NACA 0012-64 
TIP NACA 0012-64 
EXPOSED DATA
 
AREA 239.5 86e203 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 30.42 18.250 
ASPECT RATIO 3.864 3-864 
T__iAREEA1Q 
__ o_034 o-3 
CHORDS
ROT (NING STA. 0.0) ......... 0 _8__ 6,5BZ.... 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 4.77 2e860 
MEAN AFRODYNAMIC 8.28 4.971 
.25 MAC COORDINATES 
X (FROM BODLO..SE. A.-.-- 3 . .... 
Y (FROM BODY CL) 12.77 7.663 






MODEL COMPONENT- VERTICAL STABLIZER (V3)
 
GENFRAL DESCRIPTION- MSC ORBITER S-4, 0.05 SCALE
 









SPAN (FOUTVALENT) 15.42 9.250
 
ASPECT RATIO 0.986 0.986
 
S ____.ARERRAIl ------------ -0..- 70~--_ . 
DIEHEDRAL ANGLEDEG 0.000 0.000 
....... lNT FEANFLEjDE6 ._00. ---. O_0
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEG 
LEADh.NED.GaE_ go5000 45.000 
TRAILING EDGE - 4.997 14o997 
.-... tO-25ELEMENILINE._---.---.--.-- - -- --.- 822 _34_.822
 
CHORDS 







.25 MAC COORDINATES 
X. _-ERflM_BDM..JfO.SEL ........ 7at - 64 018­
2 (FROM EXPOSED ROOT CHORD) 6.78 4.069 
.A I R EOI L ...ECT I . L . ..... .. .. .... ... . ... . ...... . .... . . . . . . 
ROOT NACA 0012-64 
_TIP NACA 0012-64 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
A . base area; m 
2i,t , in2 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REF.B wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
owing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, it,in(see iref or refl) 
c.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAb CAB see page 44 
C Af CAF forebody axial force coefficient, C - C A Ab 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 











C1, s CSL 











drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F /qref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx, w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref Iref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
m~s mn 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sref Lref 
normal force coefficient in the body aids 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
n system,. Mz/q Sref b 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability 
n, s axis system, C = C
nlsS n 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
n,w system, Mz,w/q Sref b
 
C CP pressure coefficient, (p-pm) /q 
p 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
y system), F /q Sre f
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system)C F//q Sref 
F axial force; N, lb
 
F drag force in wind axis system; X, lb
 
drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 




















side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see ) 




lift-to-drag ratio, C L/C D (wind axis system)
 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis sjstem;
N-m, ft-lb 












pitching moment in the body (or stability)
axis system; N-m, ft-lb I 




yawing moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 












static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2 , ft 
reference.area; m 2 , ft2 
T 
V 
- temperature; OK, 0C, OR, 0F 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when 	the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
*PHI 	 roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
iT 	 tail incidence positive when trailing &dge 
down, deg 




a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw,-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
a 	 control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR elevator -. trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down' 
TAB tab - trailing edge dowii with respect 
to control surface 








e elevator or elevon 
f flap 
r rudder or ruddervator 
s stability axis system 
t tail, or total conditions 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
00 freestream condition 
43
 
ADDITIONS OR CHANGES TO SADSAC NMSWCLA=RE
 
Symbols used in NASA-MSC -Tests S-VIII - Phase 1 which do not appear 





H 	 horizontal tail incidence angle,
 




C CPBASE 	 base pressure coefficient,
 
Pb 	 (Pb - Po )/q 
Ss SPOxER 	 parameter name to denote spoiler,.
 
configuration and location, a
 
parameter valve of 1.5 means
 
spoiler S1 was positioned at 50%
 
of the wing chord, a parameter 
valve of 1.7 means spoiler S1 was 
positioned at 70% of the wing chord 
(see Figures 8 & 9) 
Sf FLAYS 	 parameter name to denote flap
 
deflection angle and flap configu­
ration. A parameter valve of 1500 
means the full exposed span flaps 
were deflected 150 , a parameter 
valve of 15.6 means the 60% ex­
.posed span flaps were deflected
 
15 (see Figure 10), a positive
 




TABULATED DATA LISTING 
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following 
organizations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
MASA MSC Mr. R. Nelson 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the
 
cognizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
W. R. 	 Morgan 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 






















-2.05 " . ,___, , ,___ . .. ..I 

15 -10 -5 0 5 1 5E 5S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSX CaiFIGURATIa4 DESCRIPTIcU PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOb4ATIaJ 
(R6011) 0 HSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 81W2V3H6 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 2.3090 SQ.FTCR66079) 0 MSC 5-5 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 1WZ2V3 ELEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 0.fl1z FEET (RG6081) 0 -SC S-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT &I'2H6 REFS 3.9946 FEETCR6683) A HSC S-8 FART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRA Su HCRIT 01000 X0RP 41.3960 INCH 
RG60 5) t, HSC S-S FART I S-A SHUTTLECRAFT 0! YRP a.0L000 INCH 
ZNRF 6.5960 INCH 
MACH 0. 25.SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
PAGE I 











-15 10 15 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYH'BOL CC"FIGURATIC DESCRIPTICO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOMhATICN 
trG611I 0 MSC S-8 PART 1 5-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H6 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 2.3000 SQ.FT 
CRG679) 03 HSC S-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 811V3 ELEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
(GP.08si 0 MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2H6 REFS 3.9946 FEET (FG6083) A HSC 5-8 PART-1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT aIne HCIT 0.000 XMRP 41.3960 INCH 
(AGO6SS) b, MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 81 YMRP 0.0006 INCH 
ZHRF 6.3960 INCH 
SCALE 5.0000 FCTt4ACH 0.250 
PAGE 2 
COMPONENT BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL EFFECTIVENESS MSC S-VIII 






, . .0.5 , ,_ _, 
-2.S,'I5 -10 --5 0 5IV 15 211 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSyNW>_ CCNFIGURATICN VESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES" REFERENCE INFOrHATIC4J 
(RW6011) 0 MSC S-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTL5CRAFT BIW2V3H6 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 2,3 uJ SQ.FT 
(RGW1T9) 13 MSC S-6 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT ,81WZV3 ELEVTK 0,090 FLAPS U.0go[ REFI- 0.612l FE6T 
(R owel) 0 MSC 5-0 PART 1 5-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 3lWZH6 REFS 3.9946 PER.T 
(RGC6003) a MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTL-5CRAFT BlI2 -HC rT .00.OSD 4HP INCH1.3960 
CRG6"J5 b, MSC S-3 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT Ell YHRr 0).0000 INCH 
ZMRP 6.3960 INCH 
SCALE 5.0000 PCTMACH Daa5o 

PAGE 3 
















-162- 15-10--5 5 1} 15 20 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION; DESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RrGJ12I 0 MSC S3-8 PART 1 S-4 5SHUTTLECRAFT SlW2V3H6 ALPHA 0,370 RUDDER 0.,000 REFS 2.300)0 SaFT 
(RG6080) El HSC 5-8 FART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SIWZV3 REFL 0].6121 FEET 
(RGoBsz) 0 MSC 3-8 FART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAPT 131WHG REFS 3.9946 FEET 
(RGS64) A msc s-8 PART 1 S-4 5HUTTLECRAFT BIV2 XHRP 41.3960 INCH 
mw S6 t MSC 5-8 PART I S-4 $HUTTLECRAFT 131 YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZHRF 6.3960 INCH 
SCALE 5 .0000 FCT 
MfACH a zSv 
PAGE 4 









-15 -10 -50 	 10 L5 20 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBO CON¢FICURATION DE$CRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHAT.' 
(R66012) a HPC S-8 PART 1 5-4 $HUTTL5CRAFT SIW'ZV3H46 ALPHA 0.370 RUDDER 0.00D REFS 2.606cp SQ.FT 
CR66080) 0 N$C S-B PART I S-4 5HUTTLEECWT BIW2ZV5 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
(RGo"aBz) 0 NBC S-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SIWH6 REFS 3.9946 FEET 
(RC,60,84) A SC 5-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT B1WZ XRRP 41.3960 INCH 
MR6086; 4 MSC S-8 PART I S-4 DHUTTLERAFT 81 	 YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZMRF 6.3960 INCH 
HAH . 0SCALE 	 5.DD CT
oat
PAGE 5 









o-10 -5 in 1 5 20 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBO ELEVTR rARAHeTRIC VALUES rEFERENCF INF HMATI C 
a 1Q0, OE ACH 0.250 BETA G.r l REFS 2.3000 Sa.FT 
E) 5.900 RUBBER 11.000 FLAFS G0,000 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
0 HCI1.00 IT0 0XHRP ,0rREFS 3.994641.3960 FEET INCH 
15X0 
20.009 YHRF ZMRP 0.0000 6.3960 INCH INCH 
C 30.noE) REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 FCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT eiW2V3HG CRGGOI1) 0G MAR 71, PAGE G 












H-- .5 .. 5 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHBK ELEVTR PARA149TIC VALUES REFERENCE IWORNATION 



























MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HG CRG60113 06 MAR 71 PAGE 7 
1.5 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEUREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONsym4o ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS awcol SQFTa 0.1110 MACH 0.251) BETA 0.0011 
REFL 0.9121 FEET
0.000 	 U.Ul00 
REFS 3 9946 FEET
0 5°00c, RUDDER FLAPS 
XHRP 41:3960 INCH 
YHRP a6.39600000 INCH 









MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HG CRG6011)' 06 MAR 71 PAGE8
 











--. n 515 10 20 25 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMHlBt ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.00 MACH 0.250 SETA O.Doa REFS 2.30ow SQ.FT 
0 
A 
- 5.90 RUDfER 
















- z°Hoo ZMRP 6.3960 INCH 
- 39.009 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BW2V3H6 CRG6011] 06 MAR 71 PAGE 9 













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
HDC ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIC" 


















A - 15.rov YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
e, - zo.rmo ZNRP 6.3960 INCH 
D 0fo EEECIESCALE 5.0000 PCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HG CRGS011) 06 MAR 71 PAGE 10 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS - NEGATIVE DEFLECTIONS 
1.0 
0.1. 
-is 0a 5S 10 is 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMVD ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES RFFERENCE INFCRMATICN 
0 U.900 MACH U.250 BETA U.UO R REFS 2.,U o Q. Fl 
0 - 5.011r RUDDER S 0 1 FLAPS 0.009 REFL V Bi 1 FEET 
REFB 3:994 FEET 
0 - 11.190 Well 0.01 11.P1.960 INCH 
- 15,0go YNRP D.U000 INCH 
S- zo.ooa ZMRP 6.3960 INCH 
0 - 30.90 REFERE11CE FILE SCALE 5.0000 FCT 


















-- 10 - 5 1 15 2O 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
S mac RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
0 11.511 HACH G.Z50 ALPHA 0.370 REFS 2.3001; SQ. FT 
13 5.10r REFL 0.6121 FEET 
REFB 3.9946 FEET 
0 10.1, XMRP 41.39611 INCH 
A 5.00D YMRF 0.0000 INCHZ4RP 6.3960 INCH
90.050 
SCALE .00g0 FCTREFERENCE RILE 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMSX, RUIMER FARAHETRIC VALUES r.ErERENEE INFORHATICN 
Q V.009 MACH 0.251, ALFHA 0.370 FEFS Z.5000 SQ.FT 
5.00 REFL 1.61ZI FEET 





A 15.00 YNRP 0.0000 INCH 
20.000 ZVRF 6.3960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0090 PCT 
MSC 5-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H& CRG6012) 06 MAR 71 PAGE 13 
____ 














- 5-10 5 5 0 is 20 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5rm D FLAPS PARAMETRIC VALUES REIER60CE INFCVHATICV 
0 0.00 MACH 0.250 BETA . 0.61r REFS 2.3t0oj SQ.FT 
0 15.601 RUCIER 001r ELCVTR 0.000 REML 0.6121 FEET 










ZNRP 6.5960 INCH 
EFR1CFIESCALE 5.0000 FCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HG (RG6011) 06 MAR 71 PAGE 14 
317 
FLAP. EFFECTIVENESS, 60 PERCENT EXPOSED SPAN
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S.MBO FLAPS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
O 0.010 HACH 0.250 BETA 0.0% 
O 15.6'00 	 UIDER 0.000 ELEVTR 0.0o0 




MSC S-8 PART I 5-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BW2V3H6 (RG6011) 

RErERENCE INFC ATICm 
REFS 2.30L$ SQ.FT 
REFL 0.6121 FEET 
REFU 3.9946 FEET 
XMRF 41.3960 INCH 
YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZHRP 6.3960 INCH 
SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
06 MAR 71 PAGE 15 











ANGLE OFATC.0LH, ERE 
S 5o 













REFE ENC FAILE 
PART I S-4 
A RT FAR-ASHTTI 




BI 2V HFERGOREONC 
525 SCAL 1 PCT 
EF R N E IN A I 
R 71 PA.F1 
1 AEINCRAICI 
____________ 















.5 -10 a 111 _5 15 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGRECS
 
CATA SET SYMBO CNFIC rATICU DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES FEFERENcE INFCRHATI f 
I SGll I) 0 H4SC S-8 FT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SIW2V3H6 FLP= OX BETA 0.001) RUDDER { .000 RE F3 Z.J.JUL 59,FT
tS9,Z5) 0 145C S-8 FT 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BlW2V3HEL FLP=15*6 ELEVTr 0.090 HcfzIT Q.Cro rEFL U. 6121 FEET 





MACH -1 Z SCALE 5 . 0000 3ET 
PAGE 17
 





















-.0 -5 10 !5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGRECS 
C&NFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGM PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MSC S-8 PT I S-A SHUTTLECRAFT BIWZVZH6 FLP= 6.0 BETA 0.000 RUDDER 
SC S-$0 PT I S-4 5HUTTLFCRAFT B1W2VSH6L FLP=156 ELEVTR O.oou HORITx°o 
MSC S-6 PT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2VBH6L FLF=Z5.6 
MSC S-8 PT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H6L FLF=456 
1.250 
.000 
20 25 3c 
.EFERENCE INFORATICN 
REFS 2.53-Db SQ.FT 
REEL 0.6121 FEET 
REFB 3.9946 FEET 
XNRP 41.3960 INCH 
YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZNRP 6.5960 INCH 
SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
PAGE 18 






- 5-10 10 15 20 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGRE9 S
 
CATA SET SYMS,0 CCNFIGURATIN DES rIFTICI PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
tsoGoll) 0 MSC S-8 PT 1 S-4 SHUTTLE:CRAFT SIWV3S FLP= (3.0 BETA 0.000 RUDQER 13.00D REFS e Uvm SO.FT 
CSOW25) 0 MSC S-8 PT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SlWZV3H6L FLF=15.6 ELEVTR 11.000 H4CIT 0.000 REFL 0.61a1 FEET 
REFS 3.9946 FEET






 SCALE 5,0000 PCT 
PAGE 19 










- -10 5 a 5 la 15 20 55 .37 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO FLAPS PARAMETRIC VALUES R FERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.51's MACH 0.250 BETA 0.090 REFS 2.35635 SQ.FT 
0 15.110s RUDDER 0.0or ELEVT5 0.501r REFL 0.6121 FEET 
0 25.090 HOIT 0.0E) REFS XHRP 3.9946 41.3960 FEET INCH 
Y0R. 0.0055 INCH 
ZHRF 6.3965 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.5559 PCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H6 CRG6OII) 06 MAR 71 PAGE 20 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS, FULL EXPOSED SPAN
 
, ,*-,--r- r -ff-j1
















__ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __5 55_ 
V .050 MACH 0.250 BETA 0.0110 REFS 2.,500 $Q.FT
< 15.00 RU_ 0.000 ELEVTR 0.o 5 _R RE_ _ r.G121 FEET 
25.005 HCRIT 0.6__ REFS 3.9946 FEET
 




ZHRP 6.5960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 FCT 






















_ _ _99_ 
RE FEE
 
- 5 ° 0 
__T___________560NC
 
is5 -10 -5 05 10 15 20 25 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGRE%
 
SYx cC FLAPS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFUIMATIOfN 
0 3.000 MACH 0.250 BETA 0.010 REFS 2.6t0U SQ&ST 
El 15.000 RUDDER~ 0.000 ELEVTR 0.0m)00L 0621 FE 
0.00XNJrF AIT INCH 
YNRF 0.000 INCH 
ZNRF . 6.3960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE 
o e~oo 41.3960 
SCALE 5.0000 PCT
 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HQ (RG6OII3 06 MAR 71 PAGE 22
 




o -q3.50 Er__________ 
0 5. -- 0 5 10 is 	 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VWtI'ES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSG 11) 0 MSC S-8 PT 1 5-4 SNUTTLECRAFT BIW'V3H6 FLP= 0.0 BETA E1.000 RUDDER (3.010 REFS. Z.31juc $S.T (5GG023) 0 MSC S-S PT 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT GIW2V3H6L FLF=15-10 ELEVTR 0.000 HORIT g.oUo REFL 11.6121 FEET 
t5G6531) * MSC 5-8 PT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW'V3H6L FLP=2E,0 REFS 3.9946 FEET 
f 5G 39) A MSC 5-6 FT I S-4 5HUTTLFCRAFT 6162V3H6L FLP=45.0 	 XMRP 41-3960 INCH 
YHRF 0,O000 INCH 





FLAP EFFECTIVENESS, FULL EXPOSED SPAN 














.2 505100 0 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SOL CONFIGURATIC0 VESCRIFrI t PARAMETRIC VALI)ES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
(SG6011) 0 MSC 5-0 PT I S-4 5HUTTLECRAFT 81 WV3H6 FLP= 0.0 $ETA PIQO RUDDER 0.000 RErS 4,5ouc SaCT 
iS6,123 0 MSC 5-8 FT 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 01WV5H6L FLF-15-0 ELEVTR 9,000 HCRIT S.OSU REFL 0,6iz1 FEET 
(506031} 0 MSC 5-8 FT I S-4 6HUTTLECRAFT SlWV3HBL FLP=25o0 REFS 3.9946 FEET 
' rD39) A HSC 5-8 FT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 8IW2V3HBL FLp-45°0 XNBP 41.3960 INCHY14R. 0.000 INCH
CATASETSYS.Y.cctFIGRATcM PRAMTRI VAUESREPAENE IN2NT4~SCRFT~M 
ZHRP 6.396U INCH
5SCALE 5.000 PCT
AGPATK AL . 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS, FULL EXPOSED SPAN
 









-N5-1050 I a52 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREE-,
 
rATA SET SYMBX CONFIGUEATICI VESCEIPTIa4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SG H}IL 0 MSC 5:8 FT 1 S-4 5HUTTLECRAFT SIWZV3H6 FLF= 0.0 BETA 0.!32g RUDDER 0.009 RErS 4.JO 5:0Q.FT 
(SOWZ3 0 M5C 5_S PT- SI-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SLWZV3HGL FLP 15-,) ELEVTR 0.000 HCRIT 20go REFL 0.61zlZ FEET 
(5SG 131) 0 MSC S-8 FT 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 62V3H6L FLP=25o21 REFS 3.9946 FEET 
(5&6539i A HSC S-8 FT I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BI2 V3H6L FLF=45.0 XMRP 41.3960 INCH 
YMEP 0.0000 - INCH 
ZHfRF 6.3960 INCH 


















-s1 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
5Y14X HcmIT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIaO 
o 0.00 ACH O.250 BE1A 0.000 REPS 2.3.030 SQ.FT 
o - 2.900 RUOCER 0.00 ELEVTR 0.000 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
0 - 4.000 FLAPS U.000 REFB 3.9946 FEET XMRF 41.3960 INCH 
YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZHRF 6.3960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
















0.5 -10 a 1 20 5 T 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEL-REES
 
SYHFI HCIT PARAMETRIC VALUES RFFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 11.050 MACH O.Z50 BETA 0.01r REFS 2.3,00 SQ.FT 
0 - Z.000 RUDDER 0.11r ELEVTR 0.000 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
5.9946 FEETLP
0 .11)rrlREFS0 . XMRF 41.3960 INCH
D.DFLPS 




 SCALE 5.0090 PET
 









-± .5 '-___-_________ ________ __________ 
-1 -1 a°a 502 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPH'A. DLGREES
 
symEC HORIT FARAFETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




















ZMRP 6.3960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT B]W2V3H6 CRG6011) 06 MAR 71 PAGE 
 28 
LONGITUDINAL SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS, X/C LOCATION OF 0.50
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBO SPOLR PARAMETRIC VALVES rEFENCE INFORMATION 
0 1 5111 MACH 0.250 BETA Ir.rOrE REFS 2.3000 $Q.FT 
REFL a,6121 FEET0 2.5rc, 
3°9946 FCET0 350REFS0 o5 XNRP 41 .396C INCH4.500 YMRP I INCH 
5.5AG ZFRT 6A396. INCH 
S 6.50r REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.21 FCT 
MSC S-8 PART 1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H6S CRG6093) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 29
 






















-10 -5 0 510 '520 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DLGREFS
 
SYMB X ER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFcRNATION 










A 4.500 YNRF 0.0000 INCH 
5.500 ZNRF 6.3960 INCH 
6.500 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 PCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HES (RG093) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 30 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sYM8,- SP&Er PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
0 
-
1.5002 5  MAHA 0,250 EETA 0.099 REF3 E.0D SO.FT
REFL 621,6 FEET
 
350REFS 3:9946 FEETO °5 0XMR 
 P 41.3060 INCH 
4.559
5.50 YMRP 13.0000 INCHZHRF 6.396C INCH
a 6.50 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.000 PCT
 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HSS (RG6093) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 31
 

















-.W-15 - a-I a1 15 20 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
symv-L SFCLER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRNATICN 
S 1.5or HAAC 0.250 ALPHA 0.35C REFS Z.Boo SQ.,FT6REFL 0.611 FEET
 
REFS 3.9946 FEET0 3.500 XmRP 41 3 60 INCH
 
A 4.500 YMRF 0.0009 INCH
 
F, 5.59D6 50 FILE ALALE 5,ETA FCT
ZMRF 6.3960 INCH
- RESE .E 

PAGE
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H6S 05 MAR 71 ERG6094) 32 
















-. 10 .fl P 13_IN2 
2,­
-. 15 
-5 -15 -10 - 91±0 N 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA SEuREES
 
YSC SC-8PRT I ARAZTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOITIC 4 
o i.son :;AH 0.250 ALPHA 0.350 REFS 2.J0G0 S&.FT 
o 2.500 PEFL 0.6±2± FEET 
o 5rRESS 3.9946 FEET 
S ,S XHjRF 41.3960 INCH 
A .50 YlRP 0.0000 INCH 
5° 9ZNRP 6.3960 INCH 
6.G EFRNE 5.000 FCTESCALE 
MSC S-S PART I S-A SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HSS (RG60943 05 MAR 71 PAGE 33
 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSX SFPER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
0 1.709 MACH O.250 SETA 0.000 REFS 2.oDDJ SQ.FT

0 Z.7o0 
 REFL 0.6121 FEET
3 70r REFS 3.9946 FEETo.7G0 
4.70 XHRF 41.3960 INCH
YMRF 0.0000 INCH
 
6.700 ZHRF 6.5960 INCH 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 FCT
 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HSS (RG6095) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 34
 



















-15 -10 -5 a 5 la. 20 - 25 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SVHBCt SPCCER PARAMETRIC VALUES flEFERENCE rNFOcMATIC 
o 1.700 MACH 0.250 BETA 0.000 REFS 2.3200 S.FT 










6.70 ZiIRP 6.3960 INCH 
REFEENCE FILE SCALE 5.0000 FCT 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HSS CRG6095) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 35 
LONGITUDINAL SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS, X/C LOCATION OF 0.70' 











Ia. To!) YMR .000 INC 
-1P .90 N H 
REF0BSCL 5.9946 FEET 
REFERENCE FILE 
MSC S-8 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3H69 CRG6095) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 36 




















- 5 - 10 5 aO 55 ii 	 2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGR:EES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMv SPOLER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFS 2.7rn _ SQ.FT0 	 . 700 MACH O.50 ALPHA 0 _5 
REFL 0.6121 FEET0 2. 700 3.9946 FEET










SCALE 5.'ravo PCTREFERENCE FILE 
MSC S-6 PART I S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIW2V3HGS CRG6096) 05 MAR 71 PAGE 37
 









-. 05 ,____ 
Lo -. 10 
-.
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. OEGK'EES,
 



















a .7O6.7cf YMRPZMRP 0.1oDo06.5960 INCHINCH 
FSIDSLNCP FILE SCALE 5.DE00 PCT 















-2 5 -10 -5 a 	 0 15 20 25 3U 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, EGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBOL C01FIGURATICI VESCRIPTICN FARAMETRIC VAUJE3 REFERENCE INFORATICN 
I(AG jI1 1 0 MSC S-0 PARTL S-4 SHUTTLECrAFT BlWV3H6 H6= 0 BETA 0.000 RUODER G.UVU REFS . 0 SQ.FT(AGW87) 13 MSC S-8 PART1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BIV3H6 H6= 0 ELEVTR D.I109 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 0.6121 FEL:T 
(AG600fl MSC S-6 PART1 S-4 3HUTTLECRAFT PlV3H6 H6=-R 	 REFS 3.9946 FEET

I AG691) "S C S-8 PART1 S-4 SHUTTLECrAFT BlV3G H6=-G 	 XMRP 41.3960 INCH 
THEP 0 .0000l INCHZ-RP 6.3969 INCH
 
















< -.20 .05 
7'2 -10 -5 0 5 1 i5 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 6EGRFES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIN 
(AG611) 0 HSC 5-8 PARTI 5-4 SHUTTLECRAFT BtWV3$6 
(AGWS7) 0 HSC S-8 PART1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT 51V3H6 
(A66089) 0 HSC S-8 FARfX S-4 SHUTTLECRA 1 BIV3H6 














RE'S Z.4050 SQ.FT 
REFL 0.6121 FEET 
REFS 3.9946 FEET 
XHRP 41.3960 INCH 
YMRP 0.0000 INCH 
ZMRP 6.3960 INCH 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA0DGREES
 
DATA SETSYMPD CONFIOURATICN DESCRIPTICN pARAH4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRATICN 
CA66011) 0 HSC 5-8 FAMT S-4 5HUTTLECRAFT BLW2V3H6 H6= 0 BETA 0.00 RUDDER 0.01.0 REFS 2,3crJE SQ.FT 
(A660S71 0 MSC S-8 PART1 S-4 $HVTTLECRAFT SLV3H6 H6=-D ELEVTR 0.000 FLAPS 0.000 REFL 0.6121 FEET 
CAO 180) 0 HSC S-8 FART1 S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SIV3H6 HG=-2 REFS 3.9946 FEET 
(A06091) A 14SC S-8 PARTI S-4 SHUTTLECRAFT SIMS H6=-6 XHRP 41.3960 INCH 
.24P 0.000r INCH 
ZMRF 6.396E) INCH 













DATA PLOT INDEX 
COMPONENT BUILDUP - LONGITUDINAL EFFECTIVENESS MSC S-VIII 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE pATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RG6011 RG6079 RG6oBI RG6083 RG6085 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE ViAR ARIE E4a!NINc I WD~nta 
CN ALPHA 1 1 
CA ALPHA 2 2 
' CLM ALPA 3 3
 
COMftQNENT BUILDUP - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
 




RG6012 RG60B RG6D2 RG6OB6 RG6086
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




CYN BETA 5 S
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS - POSITIVE DEFLECTTONS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIc STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
R66011 RG6O7 RG6D5S RG6059 RG6063 RG6O71 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABIF VARIABLE RFGINNING / FMDTIN 
CN ALPHA 6 
CA ALPHA 7 7 
CLM ALPHA A a 
A2
 
EVATjyR ErFECTIVENESS - NEGATIVE DEFLECTIONS
 





0 53 RG6DS7 RG6061 RG6069 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIARtF VTA A9I FGTNI f FAiTNa 
CN ALPHA 9 9 
CA ALPHA 10 10 








RG6012 RG6OIf RG6016 RG6018 R66020
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABIPF VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
CY, BETA 12 12
 
CYN BETA 13 13
 
.FLAP EFFECTIVENES5. 60 ,PERCENT EXPOSED SPAN
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
iJARIABIr VARIARLr RFGINNINt / FoiflIMG 
-CN ALPHA If 144
 
CA, ALPHA is IS
 
CLM ALPHA 1 16
 
A3 
FkLEEfJIVENESS. 60 PERCENT EXPOSED SPAN 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTs 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
SG6011 5G6025 sG6033 SG6037 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABir VARTABLr BFGINNING FypDrI r 
- CN ALPHA 17 17 
CA , ALPHA 18 18 
I"CLM ALPHA 4919 
L&PiEFFECTIVENESS. FULL EXPOSED SPAN 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
.,RG601 RG6O21 RG6029 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARTARIF VARIABLE ArGTININa / FNIATNC 
CN ALPHA 20 20
 
CA ALPHA 21 21
 
CLM ALPHA 22 22
 
jIL EiEFECTIVENESS. FULL-EXPOSED SPAN
 




SG6011 SG6023 5G6031 5G6039
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VADTARIE tRAlAAl g REAtN NA A Fpin!fiJ 
CN ALPHA 23 23
 
CA ALPHA 21 241
 




1 oRIZONTA STABILIZER EFFECTTVENESs
 




RG6,4I RG60 7 3 RG6075 RG6077
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIARLI: VARIABLy MFGTNNING / rJnTMG
 
CN ALPHA 26 2A
 
CA ALPHA 27 27
 
rlCM A, 1H2A 2A
 
.LONGITUDINAL SPOILER EFFEC TIVENESS, X/C LocATION OF 0,50
 




RG6093 RG6097 RGGoID RG6I05 RG6109 RG6111
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIARI VARTARLE RFGINNINA F frIN
 
CN ALPHA 29 29
 
CA ALPHA 30 30
 
CLM ALPHA 3! 3
 
L&_TTTRAL-DIRECTIONAL SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS, X/C LOCATION OF 095n 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. PARAMETRIc STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RG609 RG6098 RG6jo2 RG6IO6 RG6110 RG61I2 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARPABIP VARIABLr BFGINNING i ENDING 
CY BETA- 32 32 
CYN - BETA 33 33 
A5
 
NAL SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS, XIC LocATION OF 0.70 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIc STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED* 
RG6095 RG60 9 9 RG61O3 RG6107 R66113 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABIF VARIABLr BFGtNNINa / ENDING 
CN AL PHA' 3 344 
CA ALPHA 35 35 
CLM ALPHA IA 36 
±-kTERAL-DIRECTIONAL SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS, X/C LOCATION OF Op7o
 




RG6096 RG6IOO RG6 10 q RG61O8 R66111.
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABIF VARTABLF BEGINNING 4 ENDING
 
CY BETA' 37 37
 








AG6011 AG6DB7 AG6089 AG6091
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
AI ARIF VARIARIE AErTpINfl / FpnNc 
CN AL&PHA 39 39 
CA ALPHA '0 'O 
CLM ALPHA q1 'I 
A6
 
